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Abstract
We study a contextual bandit setting where the learning agent has access to sampled
bandit instances from an unknown prior distribution P . The goal of the agent is to
achieve high reward on average over the instances drawn from P . This setting is
of a particular importance because it formalizes the offline optimization of bandit
policies, to perform well on average over anticipated bandit instances. The main
idea in our work is to optimize differentiable bandit policies by policy gradients.
We derive reward gradients that reflect the structure of our problem, and propose
contextual policies that are parameterized in a differentiable way and have low
regret. Our algorithmic and theoretical contributions are supported by extensive
experiments that show the importance of baseline subtraction, learned biases, and
the practicality of our approach on a range of classification tasks.
1 Introduction
A stochastic multi-armed bandit [32, 9, 34] is an online learning problem where a learning agent
takes a sequence of actions, with the goal of learning to act optimally in an unknown environment.
Actions (treatments in a clinical trial or ads on a website) are called arms, which when pulled, provide
the agent with a stochastic reward. A contextual bandit [35, 5] generalizes this setting: the reward
depends on context in each round (patient medical history or targeted user demographics), which is
observed by the agent. In this case, the mean reward of an arm is an unknown function of the context.
This function is often parametric and its parameters are learned.
We focus on a contextual form of Bayesian bandits [13], where the learning agent has access to bandit
instances sampled from an unknown prior distribution P , with the goal of achieving high reward
on average over the instances drawn from P . Early works on Bayesian bandits were concerned
with understanding conditions on P under which Bayes optimal policies take a simple form in the
context-free case [25, 26]. Unfortunately, these results are not helpful when P is unknown, or when
the context is present. We address the problem from a computational point of view, where the prior P
is treated as a simulator and bandit policies are directly optimized against it. This can be viewed as a
model-based approach to bandit policy learning, which received very little attention in the prior work.
It is also an application of meta-learning [49, 50, 10, 11] to bandit policies.
Our prime motivation is that bandit policies are rarely put into practice using theoretically analyzed
parameters. It is well known that careful tuning may reduce their regret by an order of magnitude
[53, 37, 29, 28]. However, practical tuning tends to be ad-hoc. Our objective is to develop a general,
systematic, and data-dependent method for learning bandit policies. In this work, we focus on policy-
gradient optimization [54, 47, 12]. The data dependence emerges because we directly optimize the
quantity of interest, the actual regret, against a prior distribution over problem instances, which can
be fit to any historical data. To make our approach practical, we incorporate a novel form of baseline
subtraction to reduce variance. In addition, we propose special policy classes. Both the baselines
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and policy classes are chosen carefully to exploit the nature of bandit problems. Motivated by results
for linear bandits [19, 1] and meta-learning in linear models [15, 52], the key idea in our policies
is to project the context into a relevant subspace to increase the statistical efficiency of learning.
This projection is optimized to minimize the Bayes regret. We apply this idea to linear Thompson
sampling (LinTS) [5] and a novel softmax policy CoSoftElim. Unlike other randomized exploration
schemes [4, 5, 43, 31, 30], CoSoftElim does not add noise to the maximum likelihood estimate to
explore, and thus is algorithmically novel. To justify that CoSoftElim gives rise to a reasonable
policy class, we prove that it has a sublinear n-round regret with appropriate parameter choices.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our setting. In Section 3, we propose
gradient-based optimization of contextual bandit policies, derive the reward gradient, and suggest
baseline subtraction to make the optimization practical. In Section 4, we present our differentiable
policies. The n-round regret of CoSoftElim is bounded in Section 5. In Section 6, we evaluate our
proposed policies and their optimization, on both synthetic and multi-class classification problems.
We discuss related work in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.
2 Setting
We use the following notation. We define [n] = {1, . . . , n}. We denote by x⊕ y the concatenation
of vectors x and y. For any positive semi-definite (PSD) matrix M , we define ‖x‖M =
√
x>Mx. A
d× d identity matrix is Id. We use O˜ for the big-O notation up to logarithmic factors.
A Bayesian multi-armed bandit [25, 13] is an online learning problem where the learning agent
interacts with problem instances that are drawn i.i.d. from a known prior distribution. We study a
contextual variant of this problem, with K arms (actions) and n rounds of interaction. The context in
round t ∈ [n] is a d-dimensional vector Xt ∈ Rd and X = (Xt)nt=1 ∈ Rd×n are realized contexts in
all rounds. A problem instance is a tuple P = (θ∗, X), where θ∗ ∈ Rd′ are model parameters. The
mean reward of arm i ∈ [K] in context x ∈ Rd is fi(x, θ∗), where fi : Rd × Rd′ → R is a known
function. One may think of fi(x, θ∗) as linear in x and θ∗, though we do not need this assumption
until the analysis in Section 5. We assume that Yi,t, the realized reward of arm i in round t, is drawn
i.i.d. from a σ2-sub-Gaussian distribution with mean E [Yi,t |P ] = fi(Xt, θ∗). The realized rewards
of all arms in round t are Yt = (Yi,t)Ki=1 and all realized rewards are Y = (Yt)
n
t=1 ∈ RK×n.
Let P be a prior distribution over problem instances. Before the agent starts interacting with the
environment, we sample P = (θ∗, X) ∼ P and all rewards Y ∼ P , as described above. We do not
make any assumption on how contexts Xt are generated. Then, in round t, the agent observes context
Xt, pulls arm It ∈ [K], and gains reward YIt,t. We define the history of the agent at the beginning
of round t as Ht = (I1, . . . , It−1, X1, . . . , Xt, YI1,1, . . . , YIt−1,t−1), which are its past observations
and the context in round t. The agent is a randomized policy or controller. The probability that the
agent pulls arm i in round t, given history Ht and policy parameters pi ∈ Π, is
p(i | Ht;pi) , (1)
where Π is the space of feasible parameters. Thus It ∼ p(· | Ht;pi). We refer to pi as a policy when
the controller is fixed. Let Pt (·) = P (· |Ht) and Et [·] = E [· |Ht] be the conditional probability and
expectation associated with history Ht. We also define Ii:j = (I`)
j
`=i and I = I1:n.
The n-round Bayes reward of policy pi is r(n;pi) = E [
∑n
t=1 YIt,t]. We stress that the expectation is
over problem instances P , realized rewards Y , and pulled arms I . Our goal is to maximize r(n;pi)
over pi. This is equivalent to minimizing the n-round Bayes regret
R(n;pi) =
n∑
t=1
E
[
YI∗,t,t − YIt,t
]
, (2)
where I∗,t = arg max i∈[K] fi(Xt, θ∗) is the best arm in round t in problem instance P = (θ∗, X).
3 Bandit Policy Optimization
We propose a general and data-dependent method for learning bandit policies. The key idea is to
maximize the Bayes reward r(n;pi) by gradient ascent, on sampled problem instances from P .
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Algorithm 1 Gradient-based optimization of contextual bandit policies.
1: Inputs: Initial policy pi0 ∈ Π, number of iterations L, learning rate α, and batch size m
2: for ` = 1, . . . , L do
3: for j = 1, . . . ,m do
4: Sample problem instance P j = (θj∗, Xj) ∼ P and then all rewards Y j ∼ P j
5: Apply policy pi`−1 to (Xj , Y j) and obtain pulled arms Ij
6: Let gˆ(n;pi`−1) be an estimate of∇pir(n;pi`−1) from (Xj)mj=1, (Y j)mj=1, and (Ij)mj=1
7: pi` ← pi`−1 + α gˆ(n;pi`−1)
8: Output: Learned policy piL
Our approach is motivated by GradBand [14], which optimizes bandit policies using policy gradients.
We introduce CoGradBand, a generalization of GradBand to contextual bandits. Its pseudocode is in
Algorithm 1. CoGradBand is initialized with policy pi0 ∈ Π. In iteration `, the last policy pi`−1 is
updated by gradient ascent using gˆ(n;pi`−1), an empirical estimate of the reward gradient at the last
policy,∇pir(n;pi`−1). To obtain gˆ(n;pi`−1), we apply pi`−1 to m sampled problem instances from
P . The j-th sampled instance is P j . The corresponding contexts are Xj ∈ Rd×n, realized rewards
are Y j ∈ RK×n, and pulled arms are Ij ∈ [K]n. Note that P is not needed to compute the gradient.
Only (Xj)mj=1 and (Y
j)mj=1 are needed.
CoGradBand is general, data-dependent, and directly optimizes the quantity of interest, the Bayes
reward r(n;pi). However, since r(n;pi) is a complex function of the adaptive bandit policy pi and
environment, it is hard to provide meaningful guarantees on learned policies. This is one reason why
bandit papers analyze theoretically manageable regret upper bounds and not the regret itself. Limited
guarantees exist when r(n;pi) has a closed form. For instance, Boutilier et al. [14] showed that r(n;h)
of an explore-then-commit policy [33] is concave in its exploration horizon h in a 2-armed Gaussian
bandit. So the optimal h can be found by gradient ascent. We generalize this result to the contextual
setting in Appendix D. Results like these, and other empirical evidence [28], justify gradient-based
optimization of bandit policies. In this work, we focus on designing contextual controllers in (1)
that can be optimized in a stable manner. This means that the convergence of CoGradBand to good
policies must be validated empirically (Section 6).
CoGradBand is a meta-algorithm. To use it, we must compute the empirical gradient gˆ(n;pi`−1). We
derive it below and show how to reduce its variance. This generalizes results for GradBand [14] to
incorporate context. We must also design controllers in (1), which we propose in Section 4.
Reward gradient: In Lemma 3 in Appendix A, we show that the gradient of the n-round Bayes
reward of any policy pi is ∇pir(n;pi) =
∑n
t=1 E [∇pi log p(It | Ht;pi)
∑n
s=t YIs,s]. The gradient has
O(n2) terms, because the change in the policy in any round t affects n− t+ 1 future rewards. So
the empirical estimate of∇pir(n;pi) is expected to have large variance. To reduce the variance, we
incorporate baseline subtraction [54, 47]. Specifically, let bt : [K]t−1 ×Rd′+dn ×RKn → R be any
function of previous t− 1 pulled arms, problem instance, and all realized rewards. A baseline is a
collection of functions b = (bt)nt=1. Then we have the following result, which extends the analogous
result [14] to the contextual case.
Lemma 1. For any baseline b = (bt)nt=1,
∇pir(n;pi) =
n∑
t=1
E
[
∇pi log p(It | Ht;pi)
(
n∑
s=t
YIs,s − bt(I1:t−1, P, Y )
)]
.
The proof of Lemma 1 (Appendix A) uses the fact that b is independent of the future actions of pi.
The induced empirical gradient from m samples is
gˆ(n;pi) =
1
m
m∑
j=1
n∑
t=1
∇pi log p(Ijt | Hjt ;pi)
(
n∑
s=t
Y j
Ijs ,s
− bt(Ij1:t−1, P j , Y j)
)
, (3)
where j indexes the j-th random experiment in CoGradBand.
Our baselines are motivated by the structure of our problem. Most bandit policies are designed to
have sublinear regret in any problem instance [34]. When the number of arms is finite, this means
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that the policies pull optimal arms with increasing frequency over time. Thus a natural baseline to
subtract is the sum of rewards of optimal arms, bOPTt (I1:t−1, P, Y ) =
∑n
s=t YI∗,s,s. The optimal arm
in round s, I∗,s, is defined as in (2). Note that bOPT can be only constructed because of the specific
form of our gradient (Lemma 1), where bt is a function of the same X and Y as pi.
Unfortunately, bOPT reduces variance ineffectively if pi has high regret. In this case, a better idea is to
subtract the sum of rewards of an independent run of pi. We call this baseline “self” and define it as
bSELFt (I1:t−1, P, Y ) =
∑n
s=t YJs,s, where (Jt)
n
t=1 are arms pulled in the independent run. Critically,
bSELF has the same expected reward as pi, and thus performs well even if pi has high regret. When pi
has low regret, bSELF is by definition comparable to pulling optimal arms, and also reduces variance.
4 Differentiable Bandit Algorithms
The above discussion suggests that regret-minimizing policies may have low-variance gradients when
paired with our baselines. This motivates our choice of controllers in (1). In particular, we focus on
bandit algorithms that have provably sublinear regret. The controllers are based on linear models,
since we understand well how to minimize uncertainty in these models [19, 1].
A state-of-the-art approach in meta-learning of linear models is projecting features into a relevant
subspace to speed up learning [15, 52]. This motivates a specific parameterization of our controllers:
we project context Xt to AXt, where A ∈ Rd×d is a projection. The projection A is optimized to
minimize the Bayes regret of learning to act in the subspace. For instance, the columns of A that
correspond to irrelevant features are zeroed out. Once projected, we assume that the mean arm reward
is linear in AXt. Then, using AX` as features, the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of model
parameters of arm i after t observations is
θˆi,t = G
−1
i,t
t∑
`=1
1{I` = i}AX`Yi,` , Gi,t =
t∑
`=1
1{I` = i}AX`X>` A> + λId , (4)
where Gi,t is the corresponding sample covariance matrix and λ > 0 is a regularization parameter.
In round t, the learning agent has access to past t− 1 observations. So the MLE of the mean reward
of arm i in context x ∈ Rd is (Ax)>θˆi,t−1 and its variance is ‖Ax‖2G−1i,t−1 = (Ax)
>G−1i,t−1Ax.
In the rest of this section, we propose three bandit controllers and derive their gradients. The gradients
can be directly used in (3). Two of the controllers are known to have sublinear regret [5, 34], and we
provide guarantees for the third. To simplify notation, we use pi,t = p(i | Ht;pi).
4.1 Contextual Soft Elimination
We propose a contextual softmax policy, CoSoftElim, which stands for contextual soft elimination.
The policy generalizes SoftElim [14] to contextual bandits, and is reminiscent of arm elimination
algorithms [8]. CoSoftElim pulls arm i in round t with probability
pi,t = exp[−Si,t]
/∑K
j=1 exp[−Sj,t] , (5)
where Si,t ≥ 0 is the score of arm i in round t, which depends on history Ht including context Xt,
and projection A. We define a specific score Si,t below. Since exp[−Si,t] ∈ [0, 1], it can be viewed
as a soft indicator of whether the arm can be pulled, and hence the name of CoSoftElim.
One advantage of pi,t above is that it is easy to differentiate with respect to A. In particular,
∇A log pi,t = −∇ASi,t −∇A log
K∑
j=1
exp[−Sj,t] =
∑K
j=1 exp[−Sj,t]∇ASj,t∑K
j=1 exp[−Sj,t]
−∇ASi,t . (6)
The score of arm i in round t is defined as
Si,t = γ(µˆmax,t − µˆi,t)2/‖AXt‖2G−1i,t−1 , (7)
where µˆi,t = (AXt)>θˆi,t−1 is the estimated reward of arm i, Imax,t = arg max i∈[K] µˆi,t is the arm
with the highest reward, and µˆmax,t is its reward. The parameter γ > 0 is tunable. We experiment
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with γ = 1/σ2, where σ is the sub-Gaussian noise parameter of rewards. A theory-motivated value
of γ = O˜(1/(σ2Kd)) is derived in Section 5.
The score (7) ensures that arm i is unlikely to be pulled if its empirical gap is large relative to the
uncertainty in the direction of that arm. This exploration scheme has sublinear regret (Section 5) and
performs well in practice. Note that all terms in (6) are just functions of history Ht and projection A.
In our experiments, we compute∇ASi,t using automatic differentiation in TensorFlow.
4.2 Contextual Thompson Sampling
Thompson sampling (TS) [48, 18, 4] is a state-of-the-art randomized bandit algorithm and LinTS [5]
is its contextual variant. We adapt LinTS to our MLE in (4) as follows. In round t, the estimated
reward of arm i is sampled as µ˜i,t ∼ N ((AXt)>θˆi,t−1, σ2‖AXt‖2G−1i,t−1). Then we pull the arm with
the highest estimated reward It = arg max i∈[K] µ˜i,t.
It is difficult to compute ∇A log pIt,t directly, because the log probability is a result of an argmax
over posterior-sampled means µ˜i,t. Therefore, in Lemma 4 (Appendix A), we rederive a complete
reward gradient with µ˜i,t, where we work with probabilities pIt,t instead. Interestingly, the gradient
has the same form as that in Lemma 1, except that∇pi log p(It | Ht;pi) becomes
∇A log pIt,t =
∑K
i=1∇A logN (µ˜i,t; (AXt)>θˆi,t−1, σ2‖AXt‖2G−1i,t−1) ,
where N (·;µ, s2) is a normal density with mean µ and variance s2. Note that this is the first derived
reward gradient for TS ever. Given the practical importance of TS, we believe that this is a major
result. The additional randomness due to µ˜i,t, in comparison to (6), increases variance, which we
observe empirically (Section 6).
4.3 ε-Greedy Policy
The ε-greedy policy [46, 9] is popular in practice because it can be combined with any generalization
model. The policy pulls arm i in round t with probability pi,t = (1 − ε)1{Imax,t = i} + εK−1,
where ε ∈ [0, 1] is the exploration rate. Thus pi,t can be easily differentiated with respect to ε,
∇ε log pi,t = p−1i,t ∇εpi,t = p−1i,t
(
K−1 − 1{Imax,t = i}
)
.
This policy depends only on a single parameter ε and we use it as a baseline in our experiments, to
show the benefits of learning the whole projection A. The generalization model is the same as in (4),
except that we set A = Id.
5 Analysis of CoSoftElim
We derive a sublinear regret bound for CoSoftElim in linear models. That is, we assume that for
any arm i and context x, fi(x, θ∗) = x>θi,∗ for some fixed unknown θi,∗ ∈ Rd. The joint parameter
vector is θ∗ = θ1,∗ ⊕ · · · ⊕ θK,∗. Our result holds for any θ∗ and contexts X = (Xt)nt=1. Since Xt
are not random anymore, we write xt instead of Xt.
To simplify notation, we assume that A = Id. This corresponds to dropping all matrices A in (4). Let
L = maxt∈[n] ‖xt‖2, L∗ = ‖θ∗‖2, and ∆max be the maximum gap. Now we are ready to present
our regret bound, which is proved in Appendix B.
Theorem 2. Let the expected n-round regret of CoSoftElim in problem instance P be R(n, P ) =
E
[∑n
t=1 YI∗,t,t − YIt,t
∣∣P ], where I∗,t is defined as in (2). Then for any problem instance P , λ ≥ L2
in (4), and γ = c−21 in (7), we have
R(n, P ) ≤ (12Ke+ 3)c1
√
c2n log n+ (K + 1)∆max ,
where c1 = O˜(
√
Kd) (Lemma 5 in Appendix B) and c2 = O˜(Kd) (Lemma 6 in Appendix B).
Our regret bound is O˜(K2d
√
n) and has an optimal dependence on the number of rounds n. As the
number of features is Kd, it has an extra factor of K when compared to LinUCB [1]. LinTS [5] has
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Figure 1: The Bayes regret of CoSoftElim, TS, and ε-greedy policies on Problem 1 in Section 6.1
with baselines bNONE, bOPT, and bSELF. The regret is averaged over 20 runs.
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Figure 2: The Bayes regret of CoSoftElim, TS, and ε-greedy policies on problems in Section 6.2.
The regret is averaged over 20 runs. We also show the learned projection A in CoSoftElim. The
gray line is LinTS with the MOM estimated subspace in Section 6.2.
an extra factor of
√
Kd in our setting. So our bound is tighter whenever K < d, which is expected in
our setting. This is because Thompson sampling adds noise in Kd directions. On the other hand,
CoSoftElim only samples from a softmax over K arms.
Key steps in the proof of Theorem 2: The proof relies on equivalence of our problem with a linear
bandit with Kd features, which is clear from the definition of the MLE in (4). Thus we can reuse two
results from the analysis of LinUCB [1], the concentration of the MLE (Lemma 5 in Appendix B) and
that the sum of squared confidence widths of pulled arms is O˜(Kd) (Lemma 6 in Appendix B).
The last, and most novel, part of the analysis is an upper bound on the expected regret in round t by
the expected confidence widths of pulled arms. This upper bound is conditioned on the history Ht
and relies heavily on the properties of softmax, in (5) and (7). The argument proceeds as follows. Let
∆i,t = maxj∈[K] x>t θj,∗ − x>t θi,∗ be the gap of arm i in round t. First, we show for any arm i and
“undersampled” arm j, an arm with a lot of uncertainty in direction xt, that
∆i,tpi,t ≤ 3c1
√
log n‖xt‖G−1i,t−1pi,t + 12c1
√
log n‖xt‖G−1j,t−1pi,t + ∆maxn
−1 . (8)
Roughly speaking, the bound is proved as follows. If arm i is “undersampled”, its gap is bounded by
its confidence width; and thus term 1. If arm i is “oversampled” and µˆj,t is sufficiently high, arm i
is unlikely to be pulled; and thus term 3. In all other cases, the gap of arm i can be bounded by the
confidence width of arm j; and thus term 2. This is proved in Lemma 7 (Appendix B).
Second, we choose an appropriate “undersampled” arm j to get an upper bound on the last pi,t in
(8), in the form of pj,t. Finally, we sum up the upper bounds over all arms i and get Et [∆It,t] ≤
(12Ke+ 3)c1
√
log nEt
[
‖xt‖G−1It,t−1
]
+K∆maxδ. This is proved in Lemma 8 (Appendix B).
6 Experiments
We conduct three experiments. In Section 6.1, we demonstrate the importance of baseline subtraction.
In Section 6.2, we show that CoGradBand can effectively learn subspaces with parameter vectors. In
Section 6.3, we evaluate our approach on 6 multi-class classification bandit problems. The shaded
areas in plots show standard errors.
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6.1 Baseline Subtraction
We first show the benefits of baseline subtraction. When no subtraction is used, we view this as a
special baseline bNONEt (I1:t−1, P, Y ) = 0. We experiment with Problem 1, a contextual Bayesian
bandit with K = 4 arms, d = 8 features, and horizon n = 200. The context in round t is sampled as
Xt ∼ N (µx,Σx), where µx = 1 and Σx = Id. The parameter vector of arm i is θi,∗ ∼ N (µθ,Σθ),
where µθ = 0 and Σθ is defined in Figure 3. The reward of arm i in round t is Yi,t = X>t θi,∗ + Zi,t,
where Zi,t ∼ N (0, σ2) and σ = 0.5. In this problem, θi,∗ lie in 4 dimensions out of 8; and we expect
CoGradBand to learn policies that ignore the other 4 dimensions.
CoSoftElim (Section 4.1) and TS (Section 4.2) are parameterized by A ∈ Rd×d, and initialized
at A0 = Id. The ε-greedy policy (Section 4.3) is parameterized by ε, initialized at ε0 = 0.2. The
policies are optimized by CoGradBand for L = 100 iterations with learning rate α = c−1L−
1
2 and
batch size m = 500. We set c automatically so that ‖gˆ(n;pi0)‖ ≤ c holds with a high probability.
This obviates the need for learning rate tuning in each problem. CoGradBand is implemented in
TensorFlow on 112 cores and with 392 MB RAM. One iteration takes less than a second.
Our results are reported in Figure 1. We observe five trends. First, optimization of CoSoftElim and
TS fails without a baseline, showing the importance of baselines. Second, the best optimized policy is
CoSoftElim with bSELF. Its regret decreases by 28%, from 55.74 to 40.01. Third, optimization of TS
is noisier due to the Monte Carlo approximation in Section 4.2. This affects the quality of learned
policies. Fourth, the ε-greedy policy performs poorly because it optimizes only a single parameter.
Finally, bSELF is the best baseline overall. We observed the same trends in all remaining experiments
and dot not report them due to space constraints. We use baseline bSELF in the rest of the section.
6.2 Subspace Recovery
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4
Figure 3: Covariance matrices Σθ in our synthetic
experiments. The yellow, orange, and navy colors
represent 1, 0.95, and 0, respectively.
In the second experiment, we demonstrate that
CoGradBand can learn effective subspace rep-
resentations, those containing θi,∗. We exper-
iment with Problems 2-4 in Figure 3, which
differ from Problem 1 in how Σθ is set. In
Problem 2, θi,∗ lie in dimensions 1 and 3. In
Problem 3, θi,∗ lie in heavily-correlated dimen-
sions 1-2 and 3-4. In Problem 4, θi,∗ lie in 4
heavily-correlated dimensions.
Our results are reported in Figure 2. The best optimized policy is CoSoftElim. Its regret always
decreases by about 50%. The ε-greedy policy performs poorly, as its optimization is limited to a
single parameter. Figure 2 also shows the learned projections A in CoSoftElim at ` = 100. The
projections resemble Σθ in Figure 3, which indicates that we learn the correct subspace.
We also use this experiment to compare to prior approaches. First, note that TS at ` = 1 (Figure 2)
is standard LinTS (Section 4.2) with A = Id. Both optimized TS and CoSoftElim outperform it
by a large margin. This shows the importance of learning a suitable projection A. However, the
learning objective is also critical. To show this, we use the method-of-moments (MOM) estimator
for meta-learning in linear models [52] to learn projection A (Appendix C) and then use it in LinTS.
CoSoftElim outperforms this approach in all problems (Figure 2) because efficient exploration is
not only about subspace recovery, but also about scaling A relative to the rest of (4). Finally, Cella
et al. [17] recently proposed a LinUCB-like approach to meta-learning in linear bandits, where the
learned parameter vector is biased towards the mean task vector. In our problems, the mean task
vector is µθ = 0. In this case, an idealized variant of their approach reduces to LinUCB, which has
regret of 116.02± 0.78, 99.01± 0.69, 134.57± 0.98, and 156.98± 1.15 in Problems 1-4. This is
inferior to our approaches.
6.3 Multi-Class Classification Experiments
To show the generality of our approach, we experiment with multi-class classification bandit problems
[2, 42] where arms represent labels. In round t, the agent observes feature vector Xt and pulls an
arm. The reward is one if the pulled arm is the correct label, and zero otherwise. We experiment with
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Dataset K d Examples
Australian Statlog 2 14 690
Breast Cancer 2 10 683
Iris 3 4 150
Image Segmentation 7 19 2 310
Vehicle Statlog 4 18 846
Wine 3 13 178
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Figure 4: Left. Multi-class classification bandit problems in Section 6.3. Center. The Bayes regret
of CoSoftElim, TS, and ε-greedy policies on Wine problem. The regret is averaged over 20 runs.
We also show the learned projection A in CoSoftElim. Right. The same for Iris problem.
6 datasets from the UCI ML Repository [7], with up to 7 classes and 19 features. The datasets are
described in Figure 4. The horizon is n = 500.
The results for all problems are reported in Appendix C. In summary, we observe the same trends
as in Section 6.2. Figure 4 shows the best and worst of our results. In Wine problem, the regret of
CoSoftElim is reduced more than 5 fold, from 45.16 to 8.18. In Iris problem, on the other hand, the
regret of CoSoftElim is reduced by mere 8%, from 72.21 to 66.27.
7 Related Work
The closest related works are Duan et al. [22] and Boutilier et al. [14], who optimized bandit policies
by policy gradients. These works do not consider context. Our work generalizes Boutilier et al. [14]
to include context. It is known that offline tuning of bandit algorithms reduces regret [53, 37, 29, 28].
None of these works used policy gradients or even the sequential character of n-round rewards.
Our problem is an instance of reinforcement learning (RL) [45] where the state is the history Ht
of the learning agent. The main challenge is that the number of dimensions in Ht grows linearly
with the number of rounds t. Therefore, in the absence of any additional structure, RL methods
must deal with the curse of dimensionality. Our approach is a policy-gradient method [54, 47] with
Monte-Carlo returns [12]. Baseline substraction in policy gradients [27, 40, 55, 21, 36] is used to
reduce the variance of estimated gradients, which tends to blow up with the horizon. Our baselines
(Section 3) differ from those in RL. For instance, bOPT relies on the best arm in hindsight; and both
bOPT and bSELF use the fact that we can simulate all rewards in any problem instance P . Until recently,
there were no guarantees for policy-gradient methods. Agarwal et al. [3] and Mei et al. [38] provided
asymptotic and finite, respectively, guarantees for softmax policies. These results are either for small
state spaces, discounted rewards, or noise-free gradients; or all of these. Therefore, none of them can
be used to analyze CoGradBand.
Our approach is a form of meta-learning [49, 50], where we learn from a sample of tasks to perform
well across tasks from the same distribution [10, 11]. Meta-learning showed a lot of promise in deep
RL [23, 24, 39]. Sequential multitask learning [16] was studied in contextual bandits by Deshmukh
et al. [20]. In contrast, our setting is offline. A general template for sequential meta-learning was
presented in Ortega et al. [41]. Meta-learning in linear models was recently analyzed [15, 52]. Our
algorithm design is motivated by these works and we compare to them in Section 6.2. Cella et al. [17]
proposed a UCB-like algorithm for meta-learning in linear bandits. This work only considers a simple
bias, the mean task vector, and does not seem competitive with learning subspaces (Section 6.2). We
consider a more general setting, but do not provide guarantees on meta-learned policies.
8 Conclusions
In this work, we meta-learn contextual bandit policies by policy gradients, to perform well on average
over bandit instances from some distribution P . The key ideas in our solution are bandit-specific
baselines in policy gradients, which significantly reduce variance; and contextual bandit policies that
are parameterized in a differentiable way and have a provably low regret. Our approach is general
and works well in practice, as validated by extensive experiments.
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Our work can extended in several directions. For instance, CoGradBand could be combined with
more advanced optimizers, such as TRPO [44]. We focused on gradient ascent to simplify exposition.
Also, based on recent analyses of policy gradients in RL [3, 38], we believe that the optimization of
complex adaptive softmax policies, such as CoSoftElim, could be analyzed in the future.
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A Technical Lemmas
Lemma 3. The gradient of the n-round Bayes reward with respect to pi is
∇pir(n;pi) =
n∑
t=1
E
[
∇pi log p(It | Ht;pi)
n∑
s=t
YIs,s
]
.
Proof. The n-round Bayes reward can be written as r(n;pi) = E [E [
∑n
t=1 YIt,t |P, Y ]], where the
outer expectation is over problem instances P = (θ∗, X) and their realized rewards Y , which do not
depend on pi. Thus
∇pir(n;pi) = E
[
n∑
t=1
∇piE [YIt,t |P, Y ]
]
.
Only the pulled arm is random in the inner expectation. Therefore, for any t ∈ [n], we have
E [YIt,t |P, Y ] =
∑
i1:t
P (I1:t = i1:t |P, Y )Yit,t .
Now note that P (I1:t = i1:t |P, Y ) can be decomposed by the chain rule of probabilities as
P (I1:t = i1:t |P, Y ) =
t∏
s=1
P (Is = is | I1:s−1 = i1:s−1, P, Y ) . (9)
Since the policy does use θ∗, future contexts, and future rewards, we have for any s ∈ [n] that
P (Is = is | I1:s−1 = i1:s−1, P, Y ) = p(is | i1:s−1, X1, . . . , Xs, Yi1,1, . . . , Yis−1,s−1;pi) . (10)
Finally, note that∇pif(pi) = f(pi)∇pi log f(pi) holds for any non-negative differentiable function f .
This is known as the score-function identity [6] and is the basis of policy-gradient methods. We apply
it to E [YIt,t |P, Y ] and obtain
∇piE [YIt,t |P, Y ] =
∑
i1:t
Yit,t∇piP (I1:t = i1:t |P, Y )
=
∑
i1:t
Yit,t P (I1:t = i1:t |P, Y )∇pi logP (I1:t = i1:t |P, Y )
=
t∑
s=1
E [YIt,t∇pi log p(Is | Hs;pi) |P, Y ] ,
where the last equality is by (9) and (10). Now we chain all equalities and rearrange the result as
∇pir(n;pi) =
n∑
t=1
t∑
s=1
E [YIt,t∇pi log p(Is | Hs;pi)] =
n∑
t=1
E
[
∇pi log p(It | Ht;pi)
n∑
s=t
YIs,s
]
.
This concludes the proof.
Lemma 1. For any baseline b = (bt)nt=1,
∇pir(n;pi) =
n∑
t=1
E
[
∇pi log p(It | Ht;pi)
(
n∑
s=t
YIs,s − bt(I1:t−1, P, Y )
)]
.
Proof. Fix round t. We want to show that bt does not change the expectation in Lemma 3. That is,
E [bt(I1:t−1, P, Y )∇pi log p(It | Ht;pi)] = 0 .
We proceed as follows. Since bt does not depend on It,
E [bt(I1:t−1, P, Y )∇pi log p(It | Ht;pi)]
= E [bt(I1:t−1, P, Y )E [∇pi log p(It | Ht;pi) | I1:t−1, P, Y ]] .
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Now note that
E [∇pi log p(It | Ht;pi) | I1:t−1, P, Y ] =
K∑
i=1
P (It = i | I1:t−1, P, Y )∇pi log p(i | Ht;pi)
=
K∑
i=1
p(i | Ht;pi)∇pi log p(i | Ht;pi)
= ∇pi
K∑
i=1
p(i | Ht;pi) .
Since
∑K
i=1 p(i | Ht;pi) = 1, we have∇pi
∑K
i=1 p(i | Ht;pi) = 0. This concludes the proof.
Lemma 4. For any baseline b = (bt)nt=1, the gradient of the n-round Bayes reward of contextual
Thompson sampling (Section 4.2) is
∇pir(n;pi) =
n∑
t=1
E
[(
K∑
i=1
∇pi log pi(µ˜i,t | Ht;pi)
)(
n∑
s=t
YIs,s − bt(I1:t−1, P, Y )
)]
,
where pi(· | Ht;pi) is the posterior distribution of arm i in round t. That is, µ˜i,t ∼ pi(· | Ht;pi) and
It = arg max i∈[K] µ˜i,t.
Proof. The key idea is to rederive∇piE [YIt,t |P, Y ] in Lemma 3, with sampled posterior means in
Thompson sampling. The remaining steps are the same as in Lemmas 1 and 3.
Let µ˜t = (µ˜1,t, . . . , µ˜K,t) be all posterior-sampled means in round t and µ˜1:t be all posterior-sampled
means in the first t rounds. Then, analogously to the chain rule in (9), we have
P (I1:t = i1:t |P, Y ) =
t∏
s=1
P (Is = is | I1:s−1 = i1:s−1, P, Y )
=
t∏
s=1
∫
µ˜s
P (Is = is, µ˜s | I1:s−1 = i1:s−1, P, Y ) dµ˜s
=
t∏
s=1
∫
µ˜s
P (Is = is | µ˜s)P (µ˜s | I1:s−1 = i1:s−1, P, Y ) dµ˜s
=
∫
µ˜1:t
(
t∏
s=1
P (Is = is | µ˜s)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
I(µ˜1:t)
(
t∏
s=1
P (µ˜s | I1:s−1 = i1:s−1, P, Y )
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
M(µ˜1:t)
dµ˜1:t .
The third equality holds because Is depends only on µ˜s.
Since I(µ˜1:t) is independent of pi, we have
∇piP (I1:t = i1:t |P, Y ) = ∇pi
∫
µ˜1:t
I(µ˜1:t)M(µ˜1:t) dµ˜1:t
=
∫
µ˜1:t
I(µ˜1:t)∇piM(µ˜1:t) dµ˜1:t
=
∫
µ˜1:t
I(µ˜1:t)M(µ˜1:t)∇pi logM(µ˜1:t) dµ˜1:t
=
∫
µ˜1:t
P (I1:t = i1:t, µ˜1:t |P, Y )∇pi logM(µ˜1:t) dµ˜1:t .
The third equality is by the score-function identity [6].
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Finally, as in Lemma 3, we have
∇piE [YIt,t |P, Y ] =
∑
i1:t
Yit,t∇piP (I1:t = i1:t |P, Y )
=
∑
i1:t
Yit,t
∫
µ˜1:t
P (I1:t = i1:t, µ˜1:t |P, Y )∇pi logM(µ˜1:t) dµ˜1:t
= E [YIt,t∇pi logM(µ˜1:t) |P, Y ]
=
t∑
s=1
E [YIt,t∇pi logP (µ˜s | I1:s−1, P, Y ) |P, Y ]
=
t∑
s=1
E
[
YIt,t
K∑
i=1
∇pi log pi(µ˜i,s | Hs;pi)
∣∣∣∣∣P, Y
]
.
The last equality follows from the fact that the posterior mean of each arm in round s is sampled
independently and depends only on Hs. Thus
P (µ˜s | I1:s−1, P, Y ) =
K∏
i=1
pi(µ˜i,s | Hs;pi) .
This concludes the proof.
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B Proof of Theorem 2
Our proof relies on equivalence between our problem and a linear bandit with Kd features, which we
discuss next. Let ui,t ∈ RKd be a context vector where xt is at entries d(i− 1) + 1, . . . , di and all
remaining entries are zeros. Let the joint parameter vector be θ∗ = θ1,∗ ⊕ · · · ⊕ θK,∗ ∈ RKd and
the joint estimated vector be θˆt = θˆ1,t ⊕ · · · ⊕ θˆK,t ∈ RKd. Let Mt ∈ RKd×Kd be a block-diagonal
matrix with blocks G1,t, . . . , GK,t. Then, for any arm i in round t,
u>i,tθ∗ = x
>
t θi,∗ , u
>
i,tθˆt−1 = x
>
t θˆi,t−1 , ‖ui,t‖M−1t−1 = ‖xt‖G−1i,t−1 .
The equivalence is useful because it allows us to reuse two existing results from the analysis of
LinUCB [1], the concentration of the MLE (Lemma 5 in Appendix B) and that the sum of squared
confidence widths of pulled arms is O˜(Kd) (Lemma 6 in Appendix B).
The concentration part is solved as follows. Let
E1,t =
{
∀i ∈ [K] : |x>t θˆi,t−1 − x>t θi,∗| ≤ c1‖xt‖G−1i,t−1
}
(11)
be the event that all estimated arm means in round t are “close” to their actual means. Let E1 =⋂n
t=1E1,t and E¯1 be its complement. The next lemma shows how to choose c1 in (11) such that
event E¯1 is unlikely.
Lemma 5. For any σ, λ, δ > 0, and
c1 = σ
√
Kd log
(
1 + nL2/(Kdλ)
δ
)
+ λ
1
2L∗ ,
event E1 occurs with probability at least 1− δ.
Proof. Fix arm i and round t. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
u>i,tθˆt−1 − u>i,tθ∗ = u>i,tM−
1
2
t−1M
1
2
t−1(θˆt−1 − θ∗) ≤ ‖θˆt−1 − θ∗‖Mt−1‖ui,t‖M−1t−1 .
By Theorem 2 of Abbasi-Yadkori et al. [1], ‖θˆt−1 − θ∗‖Mt−1 ≤ c1 holds jointly in all rounds t ∈ [n]
with probability of at least 1− δ. This concludes the proof.
We also use Lemma 11 of Abbasi-Yadkori et al. [1], which bounds the sum of squared confidence
widths of pulled arms.
Lemma 6. For any λ ≥ L2, we have
n∑
t=1
‖xt‖2G−1It,t−1 ≤ c2 = 2Kd log(1 + nL
2/(Kdλ)).
Let ∆i,t = maxj∈[K] x>t θj,∗ − x>t θi,∗ be the gap of arm i in round t. Now we are ready to prove
our main result.
Theorem 2. Let the expected n-round regret of CoSoftElim in problem instance P be R(n, P ) =
E
[∑n
t=1 YI∗,t,t − YIt,t
∣∣P ], where I∗,t is defined as in (2). Then for any problem instance P , λ ≥ L2
in (4), and γ = c−21 in (7), we have
R(n, P ) ≤ (12Ke+ 3)c1
√
c2n log n+ (K + 1)∆max ,
where c1 = O˜(
√
Kd) (Lemma 5 in Appendix B) and c2 = O˜(Kd) (Lemma 6 in Appendix B).
Proof. First, we split the n-round regret by event E1 and apply Lemma 5 with δ = 1/n,
R(n, P ) =
n∑
t=1
E [∆It,t] ≤
n∑
t=1
E [∆It,t1{E1,t}] + n∆maxP
(
E¯1
)
≤
n∑
t=1
E [Et [∆It,t]1{E1,t}] + ∆max .
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Second, we bound Et [∆It,t]1{E1,t} from above using Lemma 8 with δ = 1/n and get
R(n, P ) ≤ (12Ke+ 3)c1
√
log nE
[
n∑
t=1
‖xt‖G−1It,t−1
]
+ (K + 1)∆max .
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 6,
n∑
t=1
‖xt‖G−1It,t−1 ≤
√√√√n n∑
t=1
‖xt‖2G−1It,t−1 ≤
√
c2n .
This concludes the proof.
Our key lemmas are stated and proved below. We denote the mean reward of arm i in round t by
µi,t = x
>
t θi,∗. Let i∗,t = arg max i∈[K] µi,t be the optimal arm in round t and µ∗,t be its mean
reward. The key concepts in our analysis are undersampled and oversampled arms. We say that arm i
is undersampled in round t when c1‖xt‖G−1i,t−1 ≥
∆i,t
3
√
log(1/δ)
. Otherwise the arm is oversampled.
When log(1/δ) ≥ 1, an oversampled arm i satisfies |µˆi,t − µi,t| < ∆i,t/3 on event E1,t. To simplify
notation, we drop subindexing by t in the proofs of the lemmas.
Lemma 7. Fix history Ht and assume that event E1,t occurs. Let γ = c−21 and δ ∈ (0, 1] be chosen
such that log(1/δ) ≥ 1. Then for any arm i and undersampled arm j,
∆i,tpi,t ≤ 3c1
√
log(1/δ)‖xt‖G−1i,t−1pi,t + 12c1
√
log(1/δ)‖xt‖G−1j,t−1pi,t + ∆maxδ .
Proof. We consider four cases. Case 1 is that arm i is undersampled. Then trivially
∆i ≤ 3c1
√
log(1/δ)‖x‖G−1i .
Case 2 is that arm i is oversampled and the gap of arm j is “large”, ∆j ≥ ∆i/4. Then
∆i ≤ 4∆j ≤ 12c1
√
log(1/δ)‖x‖G−1j .
Case 3 is that arm i is oversampled; the gap of arm j is “small”, ∆j < ∆i/4; and µˆj ≥ µ∗ −∆i/3.
In this case, arm i is unlikely to be pulled for γ = c−21 ,
pi ≤ exp
[
−γ (µˆmax − µˆi)
2
‖x‖2
G−1i
]
≤ exp
[
−γ (µˆj − µˆi)
2
‖x‖2
G−1i
]
≤ exp
[
−γ∆
2
i
9
9c21 log(1/δ)
∆2i
]
= δ .
The first inequality holds because the denominator in pi is at least 1. The second inequality follows
from µˆmax − µˆi ≥ µˆj − µˆi, which holds from our assumption on µˆj and that arm i is oversampled.
The last inequality follows from µˆj − µˆi ≥ ∆i/3 and that arm i is oversampled. Since ∆i ≤ ∆max,
we have that ∆ipi ≤ ∆maxδ.
Case 4 is that arm i is oversampled, ∆j < ∆i/4, and µˆj < µ∗ −∆i/3. Then
∆i ≤ 3(µ∗ − µˆj) = 3(µ∗ − µj + µj − µˆj) ≤ 3(∆j + c1‖x‖G−1j ) ≤ 12c1
√
log(1/δ)‖x‖G−1j .
Now we combine all four cases and get our claim.
The above lemma is critical to prove Lemma 8 below, which bounds the expected regret in round t by
the expected confidence widths of pulled arms.
Lemma 8. Fix history Ht and assume that event E1,t occurs. Let γ = c−21 and δ ∈ (0, 1] be chosen
such that log(1/δ) ≥ 1. Then
Et [∆It,t] ≤ (12Ke+ 3)c1
√
log(1/δ)Et
[
‖xt‖G−1It,t−1
]
+K∆maxδ .
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Proof. The proof has two parts. First, we bound pi from above using pulled undersampled arms. We
consider two cases. Case 1 is that the best empirical arm imax = arg max i∈[K] µˆi is undersampled.
Since imax has the highest empirical mean, pimax ≥ 1/K and we have pi ≤ Kpipj for j = imax.
Case 2 is that arm imax is oversampled. Because of that, µˆmax ≤ µ∗. Since the optimal arm i∗ is
undersampled by definition, we have for j = i∗ that
pi =
1
pj
pipj ≤ K exp
γ (µˆmax − µˆj)2‖x‖2
G−1j
 pipj ≤ K exp
γ (µj − µˆj)2‖x‖2
G−1j
 pipj ≤ Kepipj .
By Lemma 7 and from above, there exists an undersampled arm j such that for any arm i,
∆ipi ≤ 3c1
√
log(1/δ)‖x‖G−1i pi + 12Kec1
√
log(1/δ)‖x‖G−1j pipj + ∆maxδ .
Finally, we sum over all arms i and get
Et [∆It ] =
K∑
i=1
∆ipi
≤ 3c1
√
log(1/δ)
(
K∑
i=1
‖x‖G−1i pi
)
+ 12Kec1
√
log(1/δ)‖x‖G−1j
K∑
i=1
pipj +K∆maxδ
≤ 3c1
√
log(1/δ)
(
K∑
i=1
‖x‖G−1i pi
)
+ 12Kec1
√
log(1/δ)‖x‖G−1j pj +K∆maxδ
≤ (12Ke+ 3)c1
√
log(1/δ)
(
K∑
i=1
‖x‖G−1i pi
)
+K∆maxδ
= (12Ke+ 3)c1
√
log(1/δ)Et
[
‖x‖G−1It
]
+K∆maxδ .
This concludes the proof.
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Figure 5: Projections A estimated by MOM.
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Figure 6: The Bayes regret of CoSoftElim, TS, and ε-greedy policies on all UCI ML repository
problems in Section 6.3. The regret is averaged over 20 runs. We also show the learned projection A
in CoSoftElim.
C Supplementary Experiments
C.1 Subspace Recovery
We use the method-of-moments (MOM) estimator for meta learning in linear models (Algorithm 1
of Tripuraneni et al. [52]) to learn projection A. In particular, we generate n = 100 000 i.i.d. pairs
(Xt, Yt) as
Xt ∼ N (µx,Σx) , θ∗ ∼ N (µθ,Σθ) , Zt ∼ N (0, σ2) , Yt = X>t θ∗ + Zt ;
and then estimate the subspace by applying PCA to
∑n
t=1 Y
2
t XtX
>
t . The learned projections A,
together with the dimensionality of subspace r, are reported in Figure 5. We hand-tuned r to get good
empirical performance on our bandit problems in Section 6.2.
C.2 Real-World Experiments
Results for all UCI ML Repository datasets in Section 6.3 are reported in Figure 6. We observe
significant improvements due to optimizing CoSoftElim. In particular, the regret decreases as
• Australian Statlog: From 82.58± 0.11 to 69.71± 0.42, by 16%.
• Breast Cancer: From 29.08± 0.05 to 15.10± 0.57, by 48%.
• Iris: From 72.21± 0.09 to 66.27± 0.16, by 8%.
• Image Segmentation: From 197.82± 0.19 to 150.53± 1.81, by 24%.
• Vehicle Statlog: From 218.16± 0.22 to 149.75± 0.38, by 31%.
• Wine: From 45.16± 0.05 to 8.18± 0.24, by 82%.
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Algorithm 2 Randomized contextual explore-then-commit policy.
1: Inputs: Continuous exploration horizon h
2: h¯← bhc+ Z, where Z ∼ Ber(h− bhc) . Randomized horizon rounding
3: ∀i ∈ [2], j ∈ [L] : µˆi,j ← 0 . Initialize estimated mean rewards of all arms
4: for t = 1, . . . , n do
5: j ← Xt
6: s←∑t−1`=1 1{X` = j} . Number of past observations in context j
7: if s ≤ 2h¯ then . Explore
8: if s is even then
9: Pull arm 1 and observe its reward Y1,t
10: µˆ1,j ← (µˆ1,jN + Y1,t)/(N + 1) where N ← s/2
11: else
12: Pull arm 2 and observe its reward Y2,t
13: µˆ2,j ← (µˆ2,jN + Y2,t)/(N + 1) where N ← (s− 1)/2
14: else . Exploit
15: if µˆ1,j > µˆ2,j then Pull arm 1 else Pull arm 2
D On Concave Bayes Reward in Contextual Bandits
In this section, we derive a policy and prior distribution P pair such that r(n;h) is concave in the
parameter of that policy h. The result is that CoGradBand can find the optimal value of h, with the
same convergence guarantees as gradient descent for convex functions. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first such result for optimizing a contextual bandit policy.
The number of arms is K = 2, the number of contexts is L, and the number of rounds n is a multiple
of L. The last assumption is to simplify exposition only. The key step in our argument is to show that
the expected n-round reward is concave in h for carefully-chosen problem instances P . Then r(n;h)
is concave for any distribution over P .
We define the problem instance P = (θ∗, X) next. The model parameters are
θ∗ = (µ1,1, µ2,1)⊕ · · · ⊕ (µ1,L, µ2,L) ,
where µi,j is the expected reward of arm i in context j. Without loss of generality, we assume that
µ1,j ≥ µ2,j for any j ∈ [L]. The context in round t is Xt ∈ [L] and (Xt)nt=1 is fixed. To simplify
exposition, we assume that contexts are equally frequent, that is
∑n
t=1 1{Xt = j} = n/L for any
j ∈ [L]. Note that we do not make any assumption on the order of Xt. The realized reward of arm i
in round t is Yi,t ∼ N (µi,Xt , σ2) for some σ > 0.
The policy is a contextual variant of a randomized explore-then-commit policy [14] and we show it in
Algorithm 2. It is parameterized by a real-valued exploration horizon h, which is randomly rounded
to the nearest integer h¯. In each context, each arm is explored h¯ times. After that, the policy commits
to the arm with the highest empirical mean in that context.
Let r(n, P ;h) be the expected n-round reward of Algorithm 2 in instance P and rj(n, P ;h) be its
portion in context j. The problem in context j is a non-contextual bandit with horizon n/L, which
was studied by Boutilier et al. [14] in Appendix A. For any integer horizon h ∈ [bn/(2L)c], they
showed that
rj(n, P ;h) = µ1,jn−∆j [h+ P (µˆ1,j < µˆ2,j) (n/L− 2h)] ,
where ∆j = µ1,j − µ2,j and µˆi,j is the estimated mean reward of arm i in context j after exploring
context j. The above function is concave in h. Since r(n, P ;h) =
∑L
j=1 rj(n, P ;h), r(n, P ;h) is
concave in h; and so is r(n;h) = E [r(n, P ;h)], for any prior P over our problem instances P .
Finally, note that the randomized horizon rounding in Algorithm 2 does not break anything. For any
continuous h ∈ [1, bn/(2L)c], the Bayes reward is
(dhe − h) r(n; bhc) + (h− bhc) r(n; dhe) ,
and is concave in h.
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